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Abstract

In the paper, L.Pohhamer’s generalized equation on investigation of influ-
ence of lateral motion and also polymerization effect on longitudinal eigen vi-
bration of a polymerized bar is suggested. The physical effect consisting in the
fact that controlling the polymerization character of power fibrous structure one
can create composite materials possessing the property of shock wave damper in
dynamical problems of mechanics, is established.

In [1] Pohhammer has investigated influence of lateral motion in homogeneous
elastic bar on longitudinal vibration of a bar. As a result he suggested a correction
for wave propagation velocity in dynamical problems and also a correction for free
vibrations frequency in steel bars that was widely investigated by Rayleigh.

In the suggested paper, we consider longitudinal vibration of a sufficiently long
polymerized annular bar consisting of a set of weaved fibers polymerized in polymeric
cylindrical matrix.

The goal of the paper is to investigate influence of lateral motions that correspond
to compressive and tensile strains of lateral section in its own plane, and also to study
influence of polymerization effect on the character of elastic waves propagation in a
bar and on frequency of its eigen vibrations.

Consider eigen longitudinal vibration of a sufficiently long polymerized bar con-
sisting of many elementary fibers polymerized in polymeric medium Models of Me-
chanical strain of such polymerized fibers σ ∼ ε were suggested in [3]. In the case of
linear elastic strain a mechanical model of polymerized fiber will be of the form [3]:

σH = EH(εx + ν⊥ε⊥) . (1)

Here EH and ν⊥ is elasticity modulus and Poisson type ratio of a polymerized fibre

determined by special tests that were suggested in [3]; εx =
∂u

∂x
, ε⊥ = εy+εz =

∂ν

∂y
+

∂w

∂z
are longitudinal and lateral strains; u, ν, w are displacements in coordinates

x, y, z.
In the case of volumetric incompressibility, i.e. for ε⊥ = −εx mechanical strain

model of polymerized bar (1) is represented in the following one-dimensional form:

σH = EH (1− ν⊥) εx . (2)

We derive equation of motion of a polymerized bar with regard to lateral motion
from energy principle. For that we set up kinetic enrgy of lateral motion that
corresponds to compressive and tensile strains of cross section passing in its own




